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Scheduled Operation 
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Mr. Boulter: 

 

On behalf of the Transportation Trades Department, AFL-CIO (TTD), I am pleased to respond to 

the Federal Aviation Administration’s (FAA) request for comment regarding its review of 

supplemental operations regulations for public charter operators. TTD consists of 37 affiliate 

unions representing transportation workers across the aviation industry, including airline pilots, 

mechanics, flight attendants, dispatchers, Transportation Security Officers (TSOs), and air traffic 

controllers.1 We therefore have a vested interest in any potential rulemaking governing public 

charter and on-demand operations. 

It is imperative that the FAA ensure public safety by requiring all scheduled passenger operations 

to fall under Federal Aviation Regulations (FAR) Part 121 and follow the principles of One Level 

of Safety established by the Department of Transportation (DOT) and FAA for passenger 

operations utilizing aircraft with 10 or more seats. A 1995 FAA rule that removed flights operated 

under Part 380 public charter rules from the definition of “Scheduled Operations,” without 

consideration for safety or the scale of such operations, has created a loophole that has allowed the 

“high volume” and growing public charter industry, notably flights operated with aircraft of 10-

30 seats, to operate at lower levels of safety than all other scheduled air services. This model of 

operation compromises the safety and security of the flying public and aviation workers while 

side-stepping the FAA’s commitment to One Level of Safety.2 This arrangement is unjustifiable 

and must end. 

                                                 
1 Attached is a complete list of TTD’s affiliate unions. 
2 https://www.transportation.gov/testimony/aviation-safety-faas-role-oversight-air-carriers 
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Scheduled flying should be considered scheduled service and operate under scheduled service 

safety rules. TTD strongly supports the FAA’s intention to revise the regulatory definition of “on-

demand operation” in an upcoming rulemaking. 3  If instituted, the rulemaking could return 

scheduled passenger operations, including charter operations, to the One Level of Safety that FAA 

and DOT achieved in the 1990s, while preserving a limited role in select, well-defined 

circumstances for Part 135 passenger operations, including to small communities.    

Proposal to Remove the On-Demand Exclusion from the Definition of “Scheduled 

Operation”  

The FAA explains in this Notice that scheduled passenger airline operations are generally carried 

out under Part 121’s safety regulations – the highest standard of safety in the FARs.  However, as 

we note, the FARs do not require charter passenger carriers to carry out their operations under the 

same standard; rather, the FARs permit such operations to be carried out under Part 135.  For that 

reason, in the Notice, the FAA focuses on the definition of “Scheduled Operation” at 14 C.F.R. 

§110.2, as follows: “Scheduled operation means any common carriage passenger-carrying 

operation for compensation or hire conducted by an air carrier or commercial operator for which 

the certificate holder or its representative offers in advance the departure location, departure time, 

and arrival location. It does not include any passenger carrying operation that is conducted as a 

public charter operation under part 380 of this chapter.” (Emphasis added.)  

The FAA specifically excluded “public charters” from this definition. Further, “public charters” 

incorporate “on-demand operations,” which includes service using jet aircraft with up to 30 

passenger seats. Such flights can be operated under Part 135, a lesser safety standard than Part 

121, that governs passenger airline operations. There is no safety reason for such an exclusion. 

 

Allowing Scheduled Operations Under Part 135 Places Passengers and the National Aviation 

System at Risk 

Under One Level of Safety, the FAA directed Part 135 scheduled airlines to migrate to the higher 

Part 121 standard by certain dates. The One Level of Safety Notice of Proposed Rulemaking 

(NPRM)4 details that the rulemaking is supported by a National Transportation Safety Board 

(NTSB) study, accident statistics, congressional testimony, and that the accident rate for Part 135 

commuter airlines was considerably higher than for Part 121 airlines. As a result, the FAA changed 

the FARs. Prior to the rule, scheduled passenger operations in airplanes with over 30 seats were 

conducted under Part 121, and those with 30 or fewer seats were conducted under Part 135. After 

the rule was promulgated, scheduled passenger operations in airplanes with 10 to 30 seats, and any 

scheduled passenger operations in turbojet airplanes, regardless of seating configuration, were and 

are required to operate under Part 121.  Charter services, however, were not covered by the One 

Level of Safety standard.   

 

Now that many Part 135 on-demand charter operators describe and sell their flights to the public 

as scheduled, the scale of these Part 135 operations has grown exponentially.  In fact, the scale of 

                                                 
3 Notice, FAA-2023-1857, 88 Fed. Reg. 166 (Aug. 29, 2023) 
4 Commuter Operations and General Certification and Operations Requirements, 60 Fed. Reg. 16230 (proposed Mar. 

29, 1995). 
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one such carrier, JSX, blurs what it means to be “scheduled service.” That carrier applied to operate 

110,305 scheduled departures in 2022 with its 37-aircraft operating fleet—more scheduled 

departures than comparably-sized regional Part 121 operators CommuteAir and Piedmont. 

 

SkyWest has proposed a Part 135 charter operation that is intended expressly to substitute for a 

portion of its existing Part 121 operation to an initial set of 25 destinations.5  In 2022, those 

destinations represented approximately 10,800 yearly departures under Part 121 (OAG data); 

SkyWest has proposed 9,000-9,200 yearly departures from those same destinations under Part 135.  

 

On-demand charter services have become so frequent, with the number of flights so large, that 

these charters are virtually indistinguishable from scheduled flights.  Continuing a carve-out for 

on-demand 30-seat-jet charters from the Part 121 scheduled regime is untenable and not in the 

interest of safety. 

 

If the FAA chooses to remove the on-demand exclusion from the definition of scheduled operation, 

all passenger turbojet operations would be governed by Part 121, passenger propeller operations 

with more than nine seats would be governed by Part 121, passenger propeller operations with up 

to nine seats would be governed by either Part 135 as on-demand if the carrier operates fewer than 

five roundtrips a week or by Part 135 as a commuter if the carrier operates five or more roundtrips 

per week (two flow charts that illustrate the “before” and “after” effect of a definitional change are 

inserted below). Doing so would return U.S. passenger aviation to the “One Level of Safety” 

standard. 

 

Part 121 Oversight Provides the Safest Standard for High-Volume, High-Frequency 

Operations; Part 135 is Suitable for Less Frequent, Occasional Operations  

The safety concerns inherent in different operations justify the differences between Parts 121 and 

135. Generally speaking, the architecture of Part 121 is geared to provide oversight in high-

volume, frequent operations, while Part 135’s set of regulations is tailored to low-volume 

operations.  Air carriers that file in this docket will have more to say about the safety benefits to 

passengers and the public of the more stringent Part 121 rules versus Part 135.    

 

More rigorous pilot training and experience is at stake, as well. Under Part 121, both pilots must 

hold an Airline Transport Pilot Certificate (ATP) or a Restricted Airline Transport Certificate (R-

ATP), which require a minimum of 750–1500 hours of flight experience, as well as a type rating 

in the specific aircraft being operated. However, under Part 135, while the captain must hold an 

ATP and be type-rated, the first officer need only possess a Commercial Pilot Certificate which 

requires as little as 190 hours of flight experience.  By contrast, under Part 121, the First Officer 

Qualification “FOQ” rule and its 750/1000/1250/1500 hour minimums apply.6 

 

                                                 
5 SkyWest Charter DOT application, June 17, 2022, Docket DOT-OST-2022-0071, Exh. SWC-500, -501 
6 78 Fed. Reg. 42324 (July 15, 2013).   
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Differences between Part 121 pilots and Part 135 pilots are not merely the number of hours in a 

pilot logbook; there are meaningful, qualitative training differences, as summarized below:  

Part 121 Part 135 

● Both pilots must hold an Air Transport 

Pilot (ATP) or Restricted ATP (R-ATP), 

requiring a minimum of 750 – 1500 hours 

of flight experience. 

 

● Only the captain must hold an ATP and 

only in some cases; 

● First officers need only have a commercial 

pilot certificate. 

● Both pilots must hold a type rating in the 

specific aircraft being operated, indicating 

a mastery of the unique characteristics, 

systems, and specific procedures for that 

aircraft (“type rating” defined as special 

conditions, privileges, or limitations that a 

pilot holds for a specific make and basic 

model of aircraft; see 14 CFR Sect. 1.1 for 

“type” and “rating”). 

 

● This ensures that all pilots entering air 

carrier operations have a background of 

training and experience that will allow 

them to adapt to a complex, multi-crew 

environment in a variety of operating 

conditions. 

 

● The Pilot in Command and Second in 

Command share the roles of “pilot flying” 

and “pilot monitoring.” Therefore, both 

pilots are trained to the same level of 

aircraft handling proficiency by obtaining 

an aircraft type rating. 

 

● The type rating for all pilots serving in part 

121 operations improves safety in part 121 

air carrier operations. 

 

● Only the captain must hold a type rating in 

the specific aircraft being operated and 

only when the aircraft requires a type rating 

● Full Flight Simulator upset prevention and 

recovery training required. 

● Not required 

● Full Flight Simulator manually flown slow 

flight training required. 

● Not required 
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● Full Flight Simulator manually controlled 

loss of reliable airspeed training required. 

 

● Not required 

● Full Flight Simulator manually 

flown departures and arrivals training 

required. 

 

● Not required 

● Full Flight Simulator recovery from a 

bounced landing training required. 

 

● Not required 

● Full Flight Simulator recovery from full 

stall and stick pusher activation, if 

equipped (instructor-guided hands-on 

experience) required. 

 

● Not required 

● Part 121 new passenger aircraft require 

secondary flight deck security barriers. 

 

● Not required 

● Part 121 operations require a multi-engine 

aircraft. 

 

● Part 135 operations can be flown in a 

single-engine aircraft 

● Pilot in Command cannot be over age 65. 

 

● Pilot in Command can be over age 65 with 

no age limitations 

●  

● Operating Experience at the air carrier 

required for all pilots. 

● Operating Experience is only required for 

some Pilots in Command, no Operating 

Experience is required for First Officers 

 

● Leadership, command, and mentoring 

training for Pilot in Command/captain. 

 

● Not required 

● Recurrent training for captains every 6 

months, or if in an Advanced Qualification 

Program (AQP), typically every 9 months; 

first officers every 12 months, or if AQP 

typically every 9 months. 

● Recurrent for all crew members each 12 

months 

● All part 121 operations require a minimum 

of two pilots. 

● Some part 135 operations allow a single 

pilot 

● Pilot in Command under Part 121 must 

have 1000 hours as Second in Command 

under Parts 121, 135, or 91K. 

● Not required 
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Part 121 pilots are trained to a qualitatively better standard, contributing to the overall level of air 

carrier safety.7  Small communities are equally deserving of this important safety benefit. 

 

Small Community Passengers Deserve the Highest Level of Air Safety  

TTD believes that small and underserved community passengers deserve the high level of safety 

as customers from larger, well-served destinations. Some contend that such issues are an economic 

problem that should be resolved by lowering safety standards for small community service. 

However, no safety-reducing remedy will successfully cure an economic ailment related to 

demand, the increased gauge of air carriers and the decisions by certain carriers to phase out 

smaller jet aircraft.  

 

Conclusion 

TTD supports the FAA’s intention to revise the definition of scheduled operation to encompass 

on-demand charters. There is no justification for granting different levels of safety for scheduled 

passenger airlines, and the FAA should act accordingly to end this unintended loophole to ensure 

the agency holds all scheduled passenger operators to the highest level of safety. 

 

Sincerely, 

Greg Regan, 

President 

 

                                                 
7
 At least one large corporation chose to apply the Part 121 retirement age rules to its own private flight department 

that flies its executives and other employees around the world in the interest of safety, foregoing less restrictive 

regulations that would otherwise apply.  E.E.O.C. v. Exxon Mobil Corp., 344 F. App'x 868, 869–70 (5th Cir. 2009). 


